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A
fter the SupremeCourt
announced onFriday that
a person has the “right to

diewith dignity” in case of an
irreversible stage of terminal
illness, filmmaker Sanjay
Leela Bhansali, who tackled
the theme of euthanasia in
Guzaarish (2010), recounted
that it had sparked a ‘public
outcry’ when themovie
released. It was based on
someone close to Bhansali. He
said, “Though I amno stranger
to pain, what I saw in this
person took pain and suffering
to another level, I realised that
there comes a point in every
lifewhen a full stop is the only
solution.”While researching
on the subject, he had let go off
all temptation towatch films
onmercy killing. IANS

‘THERE WAS
OUTCRY OVER
GUZAARISH’
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Education going live
with virtual reality

There’s an evolution inthe education system as
G D Goenka World

School proudly announces
the introduction of the new
world of virtual reality, a
three-dimensional (3D)
computer-generated
environment that allows the
users and student to
interact with an
environment, be it real or
an imaginative one.
Is the experience similar

to the children sitting in a
3D IMAX environment? The
students will not only hear,
see or read, but additionally
will also have live
interaction experience
while studying. The

program ismapped to the
current curriculum
followed at the school and
will be introduced initially
from grades 5 to 12. “We
have collaboratedwith
US-based leading education
company VICTORY VR to
provide our students with
the state of art cutting edge
new edge technology to
enhance their learning
experiences”, says Dr Neeta
Bali, director principal.
Virtual Reality labs will

be a boon for students who
have a keen interest in
technology and science.
However, the system is not
just restricted to classroom
learning. Students can

virtually visitMars and
drive a rover on the red
planet. Not only this, in the
unit of solar, students can
transport themselves
around the solar system
merely by staring at a
planet, while some of these
interactive experiences will
allow students to navigate
the human body similar to
cartoons previously seen on
television. But unlike the
cartoon, students see all
around them and drive
themselves around the body
rather than being guided by
an outside force.
Some of the units will

include lessons presented as
comic books, animations,
journeys, movies and
graphics soundworlds. A
few of the virtual field trips
will take our students on a
virtual journey of
monumental The Great
Wall Of China, The
Redwood Forest in
California and the
magnificent Singapore
Gardens.
“We, at GDGWS,

constantly strive towards
innovation in education.
The launch of VR lab has
added a new dimension to
our educational endeavour,”
adds Dr Neeta Bali.
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G D Goenka World School has introduced the new world of virtual reality for its students

A fun-filled bash high on
dance, music and food
Known for its uniquecharm and style,

Ministry of Beer,
recently played host to an
exciting bash in the Capital.
To celebrate the afternoon,
Naveen Sachdeva, the owner,
hosted a party for his close
friend Sanjeev Gupta, an
entrepreneur, and his wife,
Nirupma Gupta. The karaoke
party in the afternoon was
dedicated to close friends,
great food, some potent
concoctions, and foot-tapping
music.
On occasion, Sachdeva

said, “We always try and
believe in spreading
maximum smiles to everyone
atMOB, and it’s always great
to host such parties.”
Present at the event were

party-goers such as Shalu
Jain, Manya Aman, Kirti
Sachdeva, Arpana Agarwal,
Monica Kumar, Dr Amit Kaur,
Simmi Sharma, Shikha A
Sharma and Anupama Bindal
to name a few. The couple’s
son, Yuvraj Gupta, was also
present at the do adding
charm to the celebrations.
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Sanjeev Gupta, Nirupma Gupta and Yuvraj Gupta

Shalu Jain and Dheeraj Jain

Manya Aman and Kirti Sachdeva

Anupama BindalBhawna Babuta

Arpana Jain Agarwal and Monica Kuma
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